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Abstract. For the task of source retrieval, the target is to retrieve all plagiarized
sources while minimizing retrieval costs. It has become standard for plagiarism
detection to retrieve plagiarism sources with query keywords selected from
suspicious document. This paper regards the keywords selection problem as
learning a ranking model to choose the method of keywords extraction over
suspicious document segments. There are four basic methods which are used in
our ranking function, which are BM25, TFIDF, TF and EW. Then, a ranking
model based on Ranking SVM is proposed to rank the query keywords group
which is contributed to get the higher evaluation measure F. In our ranking
model, achieving the best performance measure F of source retrieval is used as
the target of learning to rank and all kinds of statistic features are fused for
searching the better query keywords groups.
For the task of text alignment, little research has related the automated
techniques for extracting and detecting plagiarism text segment according to the
different plagiarism types. The fact that the different plagiarism types have
different features results in tremendous difference among the different
plagiarism texts. So, it is difficult to obtain the similar performance both on noobfuscation plagiarism and on obfuscation plagiarism simultaneously. For
solving the problem, a novel text alignment method based on the plagiarism
type recognition model is proposed. This approach employs the distinct
strategies to detect the plagiarism text according the different plagiarism type.
The plagiarism type recognition model is based on logical regression model.
The experimental results on PAN 2014 plagiarism detection corpus indicate the
efficiency of the proposed methods.
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Source Retrieval Based on Learning to Rank

Extracting key phrases from a text document to be used as queries is a challenging
problem in the source retrieval task for the plagiarism detection. In this year’s work,
we focus on the task of selecting query keywords for source retrieval.

There have been many efforts toward keywords extraction for text domain. In
contrast, there is less work on query keywords extraction for source retrieval in
plagiarism detection. The methods based on machine learning are still little used.
This year, we aim at improving the evaluation measure F. Our method regards the
keywords extraction as a ranking problem for improving the evaluation measure F
which is defined in [1]. A ranking model is learned to rank the keywords which are
selected by various keywords extraction methods. The ranking model is used to
decide which group of the keywords helps greatly to improve measure F. At the same
time, the ranking model can incorporate more features of query keywords to describe
the keywords in more aspects.
The train cases for learning the ranking model are constructed by using the corpus
of PAN@CLEF2012 detailed comparison task [2]. A ranking model based on
Ranking SVM [3] is trained to selected the better query keywords group which
extracted by some keywords extraction methods. The better query keywords group
means that they are more conducive for getting the higher performance measure F.
The basic candidate keywords extraction methods include BM25, TFIDF, TF and EW.
The Ranking SVM is used as the learning to rank algorism. Some statistic features,
such as TF, TFIDF, BM25, is used to describe the keywords.
During the test period, the suspicious document is first partitioned into text
segments that are made up of 5 sentences. Then, we use the basic keywords extraction
methods to select query keywords. Furthermore, the features of each query keyword
which selected by different basic keywords extraction methods are computed. Lastly,
the keywords ranking model is used to choose the better query keywords group for a
text segment of suspicious document.
In the procedure of source retrieval, we used the ChatNoir [4] search engine API.
Queries are constructed by combining each non-overlapping k keywords which
selected by ranking model, where k = 10, in order to create a set of queries for each
segment. Only the top 3 results are downloaded. Then, each segment is regarded as a
query and retrieves in the index which constructed by all the downloaded documents.
Each top 1 result is reported as the final result. In addition, a voting method which
needs no downloading documents is used in our method. If k queries retrieved the
same result, that result will be regarded as the final result either. We set k=6.
The test result on the source retrieval test corpus2 is shown in Table 1.
Queries
83.5
Queries
85.7
Time to 1st Detection
Downloads
24.9
Precision
0.07568
Retrieved Sources
Recall
0.48203
Table 1. Evaluations on pan14-source-retrieval-test-corpus2-2014-05-14
Total workload
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Text Alignment Based on Plagiarism Type Recognition

The objective of text alignment of plagiarism detection is searching the plagiarism
suspicious fragment in suspicious document together with its source.

The plagiarism can be divided into many categories according the different
plagiarism means [5]. However, the existing methods do not distinguish the
plagiarism types and they detect the plagiarism cases which belong to the different
plagiarism types by using the same method, which result in the difficulty of finding a
balance among the different plagiarism type. If we can identify the plagiarism types
before we align the plagiarism text, we can deal the different plagiarism types with
different methods to improve the performance.
From this perspective, we proposed a novel method based on plagiarism type
recognition for this year’s text alignment task. During the training period, the golden
standards of detailed comparison training corpus of PAN@CLEF 2012 are used as the
training corpus to train the Plagiarism Type Recognition Model. This model is based
on Logistic Regression model. The plagiarism types are grouped into two categories:
obfuscation and no-obfuscation. The main lexical features of plagiarism text include
Dice Coefficient, Jaro Distance, Jaccard Coefficient, Levenshtein Distance,
Manhattan Distance and Ngram Distance.
During the test period, the suspicious document and the source document are
compared to take the original plagiarism fragments by the method we developed for
PAN 2013 [6], and then the Plagiarism Type Recognition Model is used to recognize
the plagiarism types. Finally, the pair of suspicious and source document is compared
again by the method we proposed in the text alignment task in [6]. The only
difference is that the parameters are revised according to the different plagiarism
types.
Table 2 shows the results of PAN@CLEF2014 Text Alignment subtask on test
corpus 2 and test corpus 3.
Sub-Corpus
Plagdet Score
Recall Precision Granularity
pan14-text-alignment-test0.82161
0.80746
0.84006
1.00309
corpus2-2014-05-09
pan14-text-alignment-test0.83514
0.84156
0.82882
1.00000
corpus3-2014-05-14
Table 2. Evaluations on pan14-text-alignment-test-corpus
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Conclusions

In this paper, we describe the approaches we used in the subtask of Source
Retrieval and Text Alignment for PAN@CLEF 2014.
In the sub-task of Source Retrieval, we applied a method based on learning to rank.
We design a model based on Ranking SVM to select the keywords groups which
extracted by the different keywords extraction methods that can get a better
performance on the evaluation measure F.
In the sub-task of Text Alignment, we designed a method based on Logistic
Regression model to identify the different plagiarism types. The text alignment
algorisms with different parameters are used to the detailed comparison to detect the
plagiarism with various plagiarism types.
We feel this is more of a beginning than an end to develop our two methods. More

features and keywords extraction approach will be used in our query keywords
extraction ranking model. And the Plagiarism Type Recognition Model will be
trained to identify more kinds of plagiarism types.
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